
STRATEGY SOUNDING BOARD

MONTHLY ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK-IN

Do you lead your business alone?

Accountability Coach to Lone Leaders

Are you going through change in the business
and struggling? Growth, people, strategy or
industry change and need a sounding board?

This support is ideal for those times when you
have changes happening and need an external
voice to test ideas and seek clarity on your daily
focus.

We meet every two weeks to ensure the action
list is focused and executed to meet the goals we
have set out together.

$750 + Gst (2 x 1 hour session)*
Includes access to Waking Giants Accountability App with over 100 tools.

MOMENTUM BUILDER

$450 + Gst (1 x 1 hour session)*
Includes access to Waking Giants Accountability App with over 100 tools.

$2,500 + Gst (4 x 1 hour weekly sessions)
Includes access phone, email and chat access plus access to 

Waking Giants Accountability App with over 100 tools.

Is business trucking along well but you feel
that some things are getting away from you?

This is ideal for a high performer that wants to
check-in once per month to ensure they are on
track and to see a fresh perspective on progress.

We meet once per month focusing on your 30
day plan, your key priorities and how you are
tracking towards your long term goals.

An idea is only a dream without action.

*Additional time can be secured by mutual agreement on a reduce rate
of $300p/h plus gst. Not available for Strategy Sounding Board Service.

Don’t have a board or business partners?
Going through a period of strategic change
and it’s all on you?

Strategy is not just about having the right vision
for the business, but, moving towards each
milestone and goal effectively and purposefully.

My experience has included strategic and
accountability support for a business exit, large
scale sales strategy aligned with revenue growth
through leadership development, leadership
development support, strategy facilitation and
accountability planning for growth.

By the simple fact of having someone right by
your side, you have double the power to not only
understand where you future lies, but the exact
steps to get there.

These are high trust relationships and not taken
lightly. My expectation is transparency and
forthright communication and a genuine focus on
achieving the goals we set.

Includes weekly 1 on 1 coaching, phone, email
access (business hours), strategic planning support,
30/90 days planning tools and 12 month planning
tools. Plus full access to our suite of over 100
accountability tools.
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Terms: Waking Giants Accountability app only available for free with coaching
contract. It is available as a standalone tool for $49p/m.

Minimum coaching term 6 months. All package deliverables are on a
monthly basis.Payment due within 7 days of session.



WAKING GIANTS ACCOUNTABILITY APP

Do you lead your business alone?

Accountability Coach to Lone Leaders

No tricks, no guru advice. If you can
understand your fear, you can learn to take
action to overcome it in just 10mins per day.

This 30-day course is your personalized roadmap
to break free from fear's grip and finally unlock
the power to achieve your goals. 

Focused on ‘why’ we feel the fear we do, how we
get clear on ‘what’ we want and how we can
become more accountable for the actions that we
choose to take.

$149 (One-off)

SILENCE THE SELF-DOUBT: 30 DAYS TO
ACTIONABLE CONFIDENCE THAT LASTS A

LIFETIME.

Execution trumps strategy every time.

Accountability is only successful if you know
where you want to go and why, then its the
small steps you take each day.

Our app provides accountability sessions that
focus on motivation, meditation, planning,
journaling, reflection and psychology. 

Available on iOS and Android, this confidential
tool is right by your side to help support your
goals.

As part of the coaching contracts the app is the
portal for session prep, feedback, notes and chats
between us. This allows us to drive the right
outcomes with the right support for the duration
of the relationship.

COURSE

ACCOUNTABILITY APP - ONLY
The app is available for any user for $49 per month by application.
Cancel any time. You will be personally onboarded by me.

Available here: www.waking-giants.com/accountability-course

TEAM ACCOUNTABILITY

You may have the vision, but you need the
right people to support you.

I am able provide 1 on 1 coaching for senior
leaders and team facilitation focus on the
strategic outcomes you are most focused on.

Senior leadership coaching limited to a max of 6
team members per month. Facilitation
workshops a max of 15 people present.

Teams from $2,500p/m & Workshops from $3,500 p/d.


